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WDM-OSNAbstract Internet and broadband applications driven by data traffic demand have become key dri-
vers for satellite constellations. The key technology to satisfy the high capacity requirements
between satellites is optical satellite networks by means of wavelength division multiplexing inter-
satellite links (ISLs) with wavelength routing (WDM-OSN). Due to the limited optical amplifier
bandwidth onboard the satellite, it is important to minimize the wavelength requirements to provi-
sion requests. However, ISLs should be dynamically established and deleted for each satellite
according to its visible satellites. Furthermore, different link assignments will result in different
topologies, hence yielding different routings and wavelength assignments. Thus, a perfect match
model-based link assignment scheme (LAS-PMM) is proposed to design an appropriate topology
such that shorter path could be routed and less wavelengths could be assigned for each ISL along
the path. Finally, simulation results show that in comparison to the regular Manhattan street net-
work (MSN) topology, wavelength requirements and average end-to-end delay based on the topol-
ogy generated by LAS-PMM could be reduced by 24.8% and 12.4%, respectively.
 2016 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is
an open access article under the CCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Internet and broadband applications driven by data traffic
demand have become key drivers for satellite constellations.1
In order to provide broadband communications to consumers,
several satellite low-earth-orbit (LEO) constellations, which
exhibit significantly low earth-to-space delay2,3, were constructedsuch as Orbcomm-2,4 Globalstar-2,5 Iridium-Next.6 In these
satellite constellations, Iridium-Next adopts inter-satellite links
(ISLs) technology, while the others do not. The key technology
to satisfy the high capacity requirements between satellites is
optical satellite networks (OSN) by means of wavelength divi-
sion multiplexing ISLs with wavelength routing (WDM-OSN),
where WDM technology could satisfy the high bandwidth
requirements by establishing multiple wavelength channels in
each ISL and wavelength routing could guarantee simple
routing of the optical channels in the optical domain.7,8 In
order to accommodate a request, a path is routed based on
certain topology and the same wavelength should be assigned
for each ISL along the path, namely the wavelength-continuity
constraint. However, optical amplifier bandwidth onboard the
satellite is limited and the wavelength spacing should maintain
764 Z. Liu et al.a safety margin for the Doppler effects. As a result, the amount
of available wavelengths is finite. Thus, it is important to
minimize the wavelength requirements to provision requests.
Different from terrestrial WDMoptical network, each satel-
lite could establish WDM ISL with its visible satellites until all
the laser communication terminals (LCTs) onboard are
assigned in WDM-OSN. Moreover, the satellite’s relative posi-
tion to the earth and the set of its visible satellites change con-
tinuously as it moves along its orbit. Therefore, ISLs for each
satellite should be dynamically established and deleted accord-
ing to its visible satellite set. Different link assignment schemes
will result in different network topologies, hence yield different
routings and wavelength assignments. Thus, a link assignment
scheme (LAS) should design an appropriate topology such that
shorter path could be routed and less wavelength could be
assigned for each link along the path.
However, wavelength dimensioning of the previous works
does not consider the impact of topology on routing and wave-
length assignment,7,9–11 and LAS of the previous works does
not consider minimizing the wavelength requirements to provi-
sion requests.8,12,13 For example, wavelength dimensioning is
optimized on some simple regular network topologies with
all LCTs active, such as ring network topology9 and Manhat-
tan street network (MSN) topology.7,10,11 These regular
topologies have large average inter-node distance in hops,
resulting in large wavelength requirements. Some other studies
focus on the target of link assignment to generate an arbitrary
connected network topology,8 maximize the remnant capacity
of ISLs13 or maximize the connectivity of network topology.14
The other studies could only design topology for satellite net-
works with two planes.12,15,16
This paper mainly focuses on the relationship among link
assignment, routing and wavelength assignment. In order to
minimize the wavelength requirements to provision requests
in WDM-OSN, we propose a novel link assignment scheme
based on perfect match model (LAS-PMM) to design an
appropriate network topology such that a shorter path could
be routed and less wavelengths need to be assigned for the
ISL along the path. Based on network topology generated
by LAS-PMM, the partition coloring model is used to find
the lowest label of wavelength channel for the assigned routing
paths to provision request set. Finally, simulation results for
Next-generation LEO System constellation (NeLS17) show
that wavelength requirements to provision requests under
network topology generated by the LAS-PMM and average
end-to-end delay can be reduced by 24.8% and 12.4%, respec-
tively, in comparison to that of the regular MSN topology.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 pre-
sents problem statement. Section 3 presents perfect match
model-based link assignment and wavelength dimensioning.
Section 4 demonstrates the effectiveness of our proposed
LAS-PMM through computer simulations. Finally, conclud-
ing remarks are presented in Section 5.2. Problem statement
In WDM-OSN, there are usually N LEO satellites evenly
placed in P orbits. Each orbit consists of S satellites. The jth
satellite belonging to ith orbit is denoted as v ¼ Si;j;
1 6 i 6 P; 1 6 j 6 S. At each time interval, two satellites are
defined to be visible from each other if they are within line-of-sight, communication ability and pointing acquisition and
tracking (PAT) ability during the whole time interval. The vis-
ibility graph and network topology of WDM-OSN are
denoted as M ¼ ðV;EÞ and G ¼ ðV;EÞ respectively, where
VðGÞ and VðMÞ are the same node set consisting of jVðGÞj
satellites, EðMÞ and EðGÞ are the link set consisting of
jEðMÞj visibility links and jEðGÞj established ISLs assigned
from visibility links respectively, namely VðGÞ ¼ VðMÞ and
EðGÞ#EðMÞ. As a network node, each satellite v requires
fðvÞ LCTs to maintain the network connectivity. Each ISL
e 2 EðGÞ has w wavelength channels with equal channel band-
width capacity.W ¼ f1; 2; . . . ;wg is the wavelength set. A light
path defined on a WDM-OSN is a route of the graph G with
each link assigned a wavelength channel. It is assumed that
the WDM-OSN does not have wavelength converters and so
wavelength continuity constraint applies.
Each visibility link e ¼ xy; 8e 2 EðMÞ represents that satel-
lites x and y are visible from each other, while each ISL
e ¼ xy; 8e 2 EðGÞ represents an ISL between satellites x and
y. Each ISL e ¼ xy will occupy one LCT on satellites x and
y. M and G are the matrix expression form of the visibility
graph M ¼ ðV;EÞ and topology G ¼ ðV;EÞ respectively. As a
result, Mðx; yÞ ¼ 1 represents e ¼ xy and Mðx; yÞ ¼ 0 other-
wise. Node degree dMðvÞ of visibility graph M represents that
there are dMðvÞ satellites visible from satellite v, and its visible
satellites are usually more than LCTs equipped, namely:
dMðvÞ ¼
X
x2VðMÞ;x–vMðx; vÞP fðvÞ ð1Þ
Gðx; yÞ ¼ 1 represents e ¼ xy, and Gðx; yÞ ¼ 0 otherwise.
Node degree dGðvÞ of network topology G represents that there
are dGðvÞ active LCTs of satellite v assigned to establish ISLs
and active LCTs are limited to the specified number of LCTs,
namely:
dGðvÞ ¼
X
x2VðGÞ;x–vGðx; vÞ 6 fðvÞ ð2Þ
The LCT utilization is defined as
aG ¼
X
v2VðGÞdGðvÞ
X
v2VðGÞfðvÞ
.
ð3Þ
Therefore, the link assignment problem of assigning LCTs
to establish ISLs is to find a spanning subgraph and satisfy
the node degree constraints dGðvÞ 6 fðvÞ.
Under the network topology G ¼ ðV;EÞ generated by link
assignment, there is a set of requests to be accommodated. It
contains N requests denoted by R. We assume that all requests
ask for the same bandwidth which is the capacity of a wave-
length channel. Thus, each request r 2 R is represented as
r ¼ ðs; dÞ, where s and d are the source and destination satellite
respectively. For practice consideration, we only consider k
shortest paths for each request and the routing paths which
are d longer than the shortest one are not considered. To sat-
isfy a request r, we should find a path pr and assign a wave-
length label cr for path pr. There are dr hops of routing path
for request r from satellite s to satellite d, therefore, the average
end-to-end delay is represented as
dR ¼
X
r2Rdr=jRj ð4Þ
The objective of wavelength dimensioning is to minimize
the maximum wavelength channel number, i.e.
C ¼ minr2Rfmaxr2Rfcrgg ð5Þ
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wavelength requirements to provision requests R under net-
work topology G with all LCTs being active, which is gener-
ated by link assignment.3. Link assignment and wavelength dimensioning
In order to minimize the wavelength requirements C on
network topology G with all LCTs being active, a novel LAS-
PMM is firstly proposed to generate a random network topol-
ogyG satisfying node degree constraints dGðvÞ  fðvÞ. Then, the
partition coloring model18 is used to find a minimum wave-
length channel label cr over a wavelength conflict graph.
Finally, the LAS-PMM and partition coloring model are able
to be applied into an iterative method-based heuristic algorithm
to optimize the wavelength requirements. For example, Fig. 1
(a) shows a visibility graph, where each dash line connects
two satellites which are visible from each other and each satel-
lite is equipped with four LCTs. In Fig. 1(b), two wavelengths
fk1; k2g are required to provision four requests based on MSN
topology, where each satellite establishes run-back-right-left
four WDM ISLs with its neighbor satellites. While in Fig. 1
(c), only one wavelength fk1g is required to provision four
requests based on the topology generated by LAS-PMM.
3.1. LAS-PMM
Network topology G is an f-factor of visibility graph M if the
node degree dGðvÞ satisfies dGðvÞ ¼ fðvÞ, where fðvÞ is a function
of node v,19 while network topology G is a k-factor of visibility
graphM if the node degree dGðvÞ satisfies dGðvÞ ¼ fðvÞ  k. It is
difficult to generate a network topology G with all the fðvÞ
LCTs of each satellite v assigned to establish ISLs, namely
the network topology G is an f-factor of visibility graph M.
In order to circumvent this difficulty, a novel LAS-PMM is
proposed to convert the original problem to a perfect matching
problem, where a perfect matching is searched over a mixed
complete bipartite graph by Edmond’s Blossom algorithm.20
The main idea of LAS-PMM is shown as
Step 1. Make sure
P
v2VðGÞfðvÞ is even, namely
mod
X
v2VðGÞfðvÞ; 0
 
¼ 0 ð6Þ
Otherwise, randomly choose one satellite v and decrease its
specified number of LCT by one, namely fðvÞ ¼ fðvÞ  1.
Step 2. Get the visibility graph M.
Step 3. Generate a mixed complete bipartite graph
G ¼ ðV;EÞ.Fig. 1 Link assignment, routing and wavele(1) Firstly, each node v 2 VðMÞ is replaced with a complete
bipartite graph K ¼ ðV1;V2;EÞ, where there are jV1ðKÞj and
jV2ðKÞj nodes in the first node set V1ðKÞ and the second node
set V2ðKÞ respectively, namely
V1ðKÞ
  ¼ dMðvÞ  fðvÞ ð7Þ
and
jV2ðKÞj ¼ dMðvÞ ð8Þ
There are no common nodes between V1ðKÞ and V2ðKÞ,
namely
V1ðKÞ \ V2ðKÞ ¼ ; ð9Þ
The node set of complete bipartite VðKÞ is equal to
VðKÞ ¼ V1ðKÞ [ V2ðKÞ. In the complete bipartite graph, each
node v1 belonging to V

1ðKÞ is connected to each node v2
belonging to V2ðKÞ. As a result, there are jEðKÞj links
e ¼ v1v2 connecting node v1 and v2, where jEðKÞj is equal to
jEðKÞj ¼ ½dMðvÞ  fðvÞ  dMðvÞ ð10Þ
The complete bipartite graph K ¼ ðV1;V2;EÞ is also
denoted as KjV
1
ðKÞj;jV
2
ðKÞj.
(2) Secondly, it replaces each visibility link e ¼ xy;
8e 2 EðMÞ with a link connecting two random node x2 and
random node y2 belonging to node set X

2ðKÞ and Y2ðKÞ
respectively, where each node x2 and y

2 are used only one time.
The node v1 is called intra-node representing an unassigned
visibility link e, while the node v2 is called inter-node represent-
ing a visibility link e. As a result, the intra-node degree dG ðv1Þ
and inter-node degree dG ðv2Þ of the mixed bipartite graph G
are defined as
dG ðv1Þ ¼ dMðvÞ ð11Þ
and
dG ðv2Þ ¼ dMðvÞ  fðvÞ þ 1 ð12Þ
respectively.
As a result, there are jVðGÞj nodes in the mixed bipartite
graph G, where jVðGÞj is equal to
jVðGÞj ¼
X
v2VðMÞð2dMðvÞ  fðvÞÞ ð13Þ
and there are jEðGÞj links in the complete bipartite graph G,
where jEðGÞj is equal to
jEðGÞj ¼
X
v2VðMÞdMðvÞ  dMðvÞ  fðvÞ þ 1=2½  ð14Þ
Step 4. Find a perfect matchingM ¼ ðV;EÞ of the mixed
complete bipartite graph G ¼ ðV;EÞ, where M is the span-
ning subgraph of G such that
dM ðvÞ ¼ 1; 8v 2 VðMÞ ð15Þngth assignment (RWA) in WDM-OSN.
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som algorithm,20 which achieved a running time of
O jVðGÞjjEðGÞjlogjVðGÞjð Þ.
As a result, there are jEðMÞj links in the perfect matching
M according to Eq. (15), where jEðMÞj is equal to
jEðMÞj ¼
X
v2VðMÞ dMðvÞ  fðvÞ=2½  ð16Þ
In the perfect matching M, the intra-link is the link
e ¼ v1v2 connecting nodes belonging to the same complete
bipartite graph and the inter-link is e ¼ x2y2 connecting two
inter-nodes belonging to different complete bipartite graphs.
As a result, there are jE1ðMÞj intra-links and jE2ðMÞj inter-
links respectively, where jE1ðMÞj and jE2ðMÞj are equal to
jE1ðMÞj ¼
X
v2VðMÞ dMðvÞ  fðvÞ½  ð17Þ
and
jE2ðMÞj ¼
X
v2VðMÞfðvÞ=2 ð18Þ
Step 5. Get network topology G satisfying node degree con-
straints dGðvÞ  fðvÞ.
(1) Clear jE1ðMÞj intra-links in the perfect matching M,
resulting in the fact that jE2ðMÞj inter-links remained.
(2) Shrink each node set V ðKÞ of the perfect matching M
into a node v.
As a result, Step 5 will get a network topology G satisfying
node degree constraints dGðvÞ  fðvÞ. There are jEðGÞj ISLs in
the network topology G, and jEðGÞj is equal to the number of
inter-links jE2ðMÞj in perfect matching M, namely
jEðGÞj ¼ jE2ðMÞj ¼
X
v2VðMÞfðvÞ=2 ð19Þ
For example, a visibility graph is shown in Fig. 2(a), where
each satellite (the node indexed with a; b; c; . . .) is equipped
with an indicated number of LCTs and two satellites con-
nected by the dash line are visible from each other. Fig. 2(b)
shows a network topology with all LCTs being active. In order
to generate an f-factor in Fig. 2(b) of visibility graph shown in
Fig. 2(a), Step 1 is satisfied because
P
v2VðGÞfðvÞ ¼ 10. In Fig. 2
(c), each node v; 8v 2 VðMÞ and each visibility link
e ¼ xy; 8e 2 EðMÞ are replaced as Step 3 does. For example,
satellite a and b are replaced with K0;3 and K1;3 respectively
and the node set AðKÞ and BðKÞ are surrounded by a black
thick circle indexed with a and b respectively. The visibility link
e ¼ ab is replaced with e ¼ a2b2 connecting two random inter-
nodes a2 and b

2. According to Eqs. (11) and (12), the node
degrees of inter-nodes a2 and a

2 are 1 and 2 respectively. Fur-
thermore, we can find that there are 26 nodes and 33 links in
the mixed complete bipartite graph G according to Eqs. (13)
and (14), respectively.Fig. 2 An example of perfect matcA perfect matchingM is represented as a set of black thick
lines (Fig. 2(d). According to Step 4, there are 8 intra-links and
5 inter-links in the perfect matching M according to Eqs. (17)
and (18), respectively. Finally, Fig. 2(b) is the result of shrink-
ing the node set VðKÞ into a node v shown in Fig. 2(d).
According to Step 5, node degree constraints dGðvÞ ¼ fðvÞ are
satisfied in network topology G shown in Fig. 2(b).
3.2. Partition coloring model
Wavelength dimensioning is to find the lowest label of wave-
length channel assigned to provision request set. The partition
coloring model is shown as follows.18
We use the k-shortest path algorithm to calculate k-shortest
paths and d allowable hops for R requests within a running
time of O jRjjEðGÞj þ kjRjjVðGÞjlgjVðGÞjð Þ. Remaining paths
for the rth request are denoted as a path set Pr. Each path pr
in Pr is denoted as a node. There is a link between the ith node
pix in Px and the jth node p
j
y in Py if and only if x – y and
pix \ p jy – ;, namely that the candidate paths for different
requests share some common links. The node sets for all
request and the links between them form the path conflict
graph. The partition coloring of a path conflict graph is to find
a node subset which contains only one node from each path
node set Pr such that the chromatic number of the induced
graph called wavelength conflict graph is minimum. In the par-
tition coloring model, we want to find an induced graph called
wavelength conflict graph whose chromatic number is the
smallest. To color a node in the wavelength conflict graph is
to assign a wavelength cr for a request r, and the chromatic
number of a wavelength graph is the wavelengths used to
accommodate all requests.
To show how partition coloring of a path conflict graph
works, use the network topology shown in Fig. 1(c) and four
requests shown as follows: r1 ¼ ðS22;S31Þ, r2 ¼ ðS22;S32Þ,
r3 ¼ ðS22;S14Þ, r4 ¼ ðS22;S14Þ. In this example, we consider
three candidate paths for each request, while the allowed
additional hop is 1. As a result, the path conflict is shown in
Fig. 3(a). For example, for r2, three candidate paths from node
S22 to S32 are path S22  S32, S22  S23  S32 and S22  S13
S23  S32. Only paths S22  S32 and S22  S23  S32 are consid-
ered as feasible because the others are d hops longer than the
shortest one S22  S32. Path S22  S32 for request r2 and path
S22  S32  S23  S24 for request r3 share common link
e ¼ S22S32. Thus, there is a link between the node representing
S22  S32 in P2 and the node representing S22 S32  S23  S24
in P4. Fig. 3(b) shows one such wavelength conflict graph
which needs one wavelength channel to provision all requests.
Minimizing the number of colors offers benefit of improving
resource efficiency as multiplexing can be increased.h model-based link assignment.
Fig. 3 An example of partition coloring model.
Fig. 4 Earth zone divisions and traffic intensities.
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This paper mainly focuses on the network performance for
NeLS constellation and its primary parameters are shown in
Table 1. According to the analytical graphics, inc. systems tool
kit (AGI STK which is a software for space, defense and intel-
ligence) access analysis of each satellite in NeLS, there are alto-
gether 2100 visibility links and we can find that 360 of them
can be maintained forever and 1740 of them are maintained
with time duration from the 197 s to 1462 s. As a result, the
wavelength minimization could be classified into static situa-
tion and dynamic situation according to whether established
ISLs in WDM-OSN could be maintained forever or not. All
the visibility links’ candidate for ISLs could maintain visibility
permanently in static situation, while some visibility links’ can-
didate for ISLs will be blocked out due to out of visibility in
dynamic situation. Thus, wavelength dimensioning in dynamic
situation can be divided into finite wavelength dimensioning in
static situation during equal-length interval of the whole sys-
tem period.13 In each equal-length interval, the visibility links’
candidate for ISLs could maintain visibility during the whole
interval. As a result, the number of visibility links of visibility
graph during one time interval in the dynamic situation is big-
ger than that in the static situation.
The traffic intensities are shown in Fig. 4, where the earth
was divided into 288 zones with intervals of 15 in both the lat-
itudinal and the longitudinal directions with traffic intensity in
each zone. Each zone used the satellite closet to its center as
the access satellite. All source and destination satellite ofTable 1 Primary parameters for NeLS.
Parameter Value
Orbit inclination () 55
Orbital altitude (km) 1200
Orbit period (s) 6565
Number of orbits 10
Number of satellites per plane orbit 12
Number of LCTs on board 4
Intra ISL distance (km) 3922
Inter ISL distance (km) 65300requests r ¼ ðs; dÞ are established according to Fig. 4 and
Table 2, respectively,21 where NA, SA, EU, AF, AS, OA rep-
resent North America, South America, Europe, Africa, Asia
and Oceania respectively. We consider k ¼ 2 and d ¼ 1 short-
est paths for each request r. However, the satellite’s relative
position to earth changes continuously, resulting in the han-
dover of service source and destination satellites as the major
problem in Ref.22 Therefore, we mainly focus on the network
performances of LAS-PMM after handover has been done.
The performances of LAS-PMM are compared with those of
MSN LAS and greedy LAS, in terms of wavelength require-
ments C to provision requests R, average end-to-end delay
dR (in hops), LCT utilization aG. The simulation duration is
assumed to be 9000 s and the simulation results are an average
over 10 runs with different request sets.Table 2 Distribution of traffic.
Destination Source (%)
NA SA EU AF AS OA
NA 60 10 15 2 10 3
SA 35 40 12 2 8 3
EU 40 5 40 2 10 3
AF 40 2 30 20 5 3
AS 30 2 10 2 50 6
OA 40 2 10 2 12 34
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In the static situation, there are 360 permanent visibility links,
which could be assigned to establish ISLs to consisting of the
network topology. The network topology designed by MSN
LAS is similar to Fig. 1(b). Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the network
topologies designed by greedy LAS and LAS-PMM respec-
tively. In Fig. 5, the white node with node degree dGðvÞ ¼ 4
represents that all the 4 LCTs of satellite v are assigned to
establish ISLs; the gray node with node degree dGðvÞ < 4 rep-
resents the satellites that there are 4 dGðvÞ LCTs of satellite v
unassigned to establish ISLs. As a result, the network topology
with 232 ISLs in Fig. 5(a) is a subgraph of visibility graph
M ¼ ðV;EÞ and the network topology with 240 ISLs in
Fig. 5(b) is the 4-factor of visibility graph M. Thus the LCT
utilization aG of MSN LAS, greedy LAS and LAS-PMM are
100%, 96.7% and 100%, respectively.
Figs. 6(a)–6(c) shows wavelength requirements to provision
1000, 2000 and 3000 requests respectively. In Fig. 6(d), the per-
formance improvements of LAS-PMM and greedy LAS com-
pared with MSN LAS change around 24.8% and 15.3%,
respectively. With the increase of requests, more wavelengths
are required to provision requests under network topology
designed by MSN LAS, greedy LAS and LAS-PMM
respectively.
Figs. 7(a)–7(c) shows average end-to-end delay dR (in hops)
of 1000, 2000 and 3000 requests respectively. In Fig. 7(d), the
performance improvements of LAS-PMM and greedy method
compared with MSN method change around 12.4% and
10.0%, respectively. The average end-to-end delays of requests
almost remain the same, although there are more and more
requests to be provisioned.
The greedy LAS randomly assigns LCTs to maintain ISLs
with other satellites until all the fðvÞ LCTs on this satellite are
occupied. As a result, there are some LCTs unassigned shown
as gray nodes in Fig. 5(a). There are more ISLs in network
topology shown in Fig. 5(b) than those of Fig. 5(a). As a result,
LAS-PMM works better than greedy LAS, in terms of the
wavelength requirements and average end-to-end delay.
The MSN LAS assigns four fixed run-back-right-left direc-
tion ISLs for each satellite, while the greedy LAS and LAS-Fig. 5 Network topology of NeLS consPMM choose 4 appropriate ISLs for each satellite among its
six visibility links. Therefore, greedy LAS and LAS-PMM will
introduce some amounts of disorder into network topology
compared with MSN LAS. Thus, LAS-PMM and greedy
LAS work better than MSN LAS in terms of wavelength
requirements and average end-to-end delay. Furthermore,
the satellite’s relative position to Earth changes continuously,
so does the service source satellite and service destination satel-
lite. As a result, the wavelength requirements to provision
requests and average end-to-end delay change as time goes by.
4.2. Wavelength minimization in dynamic situation
Time interval is set to be 600 s to reduce the frequency of ISLs
re-establishment. At each time interval, the visibility graph
consists of the visibility links which can be maintained during
the whole time interval. Due to phase deviation or imbalance
symmetry of satellite constellation, two satellites may be out
of their communication ability at some time during some time
interval. As a result, there will be no visibility link between
these two satellites during this time interval. Therefore, there
are more than 360 visibility links which can be assigned to
establish ISLs. For example, there are 500 visibility links which
could be maintained during the first time interval 0; 600½  s.
Similar to network topology shown in Fig. 5(a), there are
236 ISLs in network topology generated by greedy LAS during
time interval 0; 600½  s.
Figs. 8(a)–8(c) shows wavelength requirements to provision
1000, 2000 and 3000 requests respectively. In Fig. 8(d), the
performance improvements of LAS-PMM and Greedy method
compared with MSN method change around 39.9% and
30.1%, respectively. With the increase of requests, more wave-
lengths are required to provision requests under network
topology designed by MSN LAS, greedy LAS and LAS-
PMM respectively. Furthermore, the pattern of curve shown
in Fig. 8 is similar to that shown in Fig. 6.
Figs. 9(a)–9(c) shows average end-to-end delay dR (in hops)
of 1000, 2000 and 3000 requests respectively. In Fig. 9(d), the
performance improvements of LAS-PMM and greedy method
compared with MSN method change around 21.4% and
19.0%, respectively. The average end-to-end delays of requeststellation designed by different LASs.
Fig. 6 Wavelengths required to provision jRj requests in the static situation.
Fig. 7 Average delay of jRj requests (in hops) in the static situation.
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Fig. 8 Wavelengths required to provision jRj requests in the dynamic situation.
Fig. 9 Average delay of jRj requests (in hops) in the dynamic situation.
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requests to be provisioned. Furthermore, the pattern of curve
in Fig. 9 is similar to that in Fig. 7.
5. Conclusions
In WDM-OSN with wavelength routing technology, this
paper studies the wavelength requirements to provision
requests under the network topology generated by LAS. In
order to better optimize the wavelength dimensioning for
WDM-OSN, we propose a novel LAS-PMM to generate a
network such that a shorter path could be routed and less
wavelengths are assigned for each ISL along the path. In
LAS-PMM, LCT assignment is performed based on our
conversion of the original problem to a perfect matching
problem, where a perfect matching is searched over a mixed
complete bipartite graph. A series of simulations shows that
in comparison to the regular MSN topology, wavelength
requirements and average end-to-end delay based on topol-
ogy generated by LAS-PMM could be reduced by 24.8%
and 12.4%, respectively. Furthermore, the more visibility
links candidate for ISLs establishment, the more choices
network topology has to route an appropriate lightpath,
resulting in better network performance on wavelength
requirements and average end-to-end delay.
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